Feedline 14

A unique innovation by MTS of an inline Feeder/Folder

It has been designed for applications where the primary document is a single sheet, which is required to be folded from A4 to either A5 or roll folded to DL and delivered to the track of an inserter, where further items can be added to make up the final mail pack.
SPECIFICATION:
Length from the host machine – 42”/1070mm
Speed - 14,000 sheets per hour
Folds - A4 to A5 and roll folds A4 to DL
Paper – Bond & Gloss from 70gsm to 200gsm
Vacuum fed
Double detection using an ultrasonic sensor

COMPANY DETAILS:
Mailing Technology & Support
Unit 18,
Bates Industrial Estate
Church Road
Romford, Essex
RM3 0HU

KEY FEATURES & BENEFITS:
- Builds on existing investment by adding inline feeding & folding functionality
- Designed to work inline to inserters from various manufacturers, without the need for any expensive mechanical modification to the host machine
- Flexible in that it works in-line to either a swing arm, friction fed or rotary fed inserter
- Versatile – designed to feed and fold a wide variety of stock from bond to gloss and weights up to 200gsm
- Improves productivity as it will feed and fold at up to 14k sheets per hour
- Incorporates ultrasonic double detection, which measures the amount of air between sheets, ensuring that a double is never fed
- Can accommodate a camera for matching applications
- Streamlines processes, reduces labour costs and paper handling

PS: The Feedline is not designed for multiple sheet collation and nest folding. However if this is a requirement, please contact MTS who will be pleased to provide you with a quotation for an appropriate solution.

Tel: 01708 377 444
Email: enquiries@mtslondon.co.uk
Web: www.mtslondon.co.uk